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m offers

•
ompro1D1se

o students
wscast
er months of silence
a two-and-a-half-hour
ting Thursday with
General :M'anager
Beabout, WEIU-TV stus have been asked to
it their proposal to
administrators listing
le changes to the Mid. News Scan program.
eabout asked the stuto submit their proposr WEIU-TV student
esentatives
Patty
ane, Andy Bane and
et Erdman expressed
dissatisfaction with the
media venture between
-TV and Mid-Illinois
pers, which has been
the air since last

her.
three students repre14 WEIU-TV students
signed a memo earlier
week requesting the ~
· n of the news program
turned to a live format
uced, directed and

'

anchored entirely by students from the WEIU-TV
studios in the Buzzard
Building.
News Scan is currently
taped in the newsroom of the
Mattoon Journal Gazette
using Mid-Illinois reporters
and editors as anchors.
"The meeting was very
constructive," Culhane said.
"We're going to put together
a proposal of what we would
like to see done and they've
promised to hear us out and
consider our requests.
"The feeling at the meeting
tonight is that we'll be working together. I'm positive if
we work together, a compromise can be reached,"
Culhane said.
The students said they
decided to voice their true
thoughts about the merger
because they care about the
product they produce.
"We care about the station," Bane said. "It's important to us that the whole
thing looks good."
Erdman said she thinks
the taped broadcast slights
students of the opportunity
to learn important aspects of
news production.
•Because it is taped, students lose the preesure to pt
things done," Erdman said.
"With live broadcasts, stu-

t Continued on page 2A

Frank talk
Cathy Reynolds of the Coles County Health Department speaks to students Thursday
qftemoon tn Lawson HaH about "HN Testing: What You Can Expect" which wUl talces students step-by-step through AIDS testtng.

Gus Bus' fut11re bleak
ey BECKY cou.ms
Staff WJ1ter

Because of a limited response by local bar
owners, it is unlikely the Gus Bus will run
again this semester, the program's coordinator said.
Debbie Wagman, a graduate student supervising the program, said the bus will not run
this semester unless more local Charleston
bars sign contracts and checks. So far, only
Stu's and Sm are the only ones to fund the
Gus Bus.
During the past three years, the Gus Bus
bas tried to pi:ovide transportation for students on weekends in an attempt to curb

drinking and driving. Typically, the bus
would pick up students at the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union and make its
rounds to and from the Charleston bars.
Wagman said the cost of renting a .hus and
a driver from Mayflower Contract Services in
Charleston is $100 a day or $200 for a weekend.
Wagman said contracts were sent before
Christmas break to nine bars, including
Marty's, Stix, Stu's, Panthers Lounge, Ike's,
Mother's, Thirsty's, Roe's Tavern, and Ted's
Warehouse.
Most bars owners do not want to pick up
the tab, she said.
• Continrud on page 2A

nate planning open n1ike day on qttad
tudent Senate Speaker Bobby
and other senate members
to begin "think-tank• sessions
Library Quad nut month to
te student interest and discu.
in campus-wide, local or nationntatively being called •First
ent Day,• the seuions would
students the opportunity to
in front of a mic1...._e fbr a
JDinutes or longer while Bmit:h
other senate memben oversee
ts. Pending senate approval,
said be hopes to bold First
ent Day forums one day per
beginning in March.
fore •First Amendment Day•
become a reality, the senate
approve a resolution to hold the
ts and obtain a sound system
on the quad.
said the fol'WD8 will provide

Eastern etudents is a plan that has

''S

tudenltl r.Rll laave the cha.nee lo talk about
tuition increa•"' aideUJalk condition• on campua, the Con~ flag, bar-entry age or anylhi.111."
-Bobby Smith
studenta with the chance to discusll
. , . . . - - - . . . lf. . . . . .

............. will baft tbl chance to
talk abou\ tuition increuu, sidewalk conditions on campus, the
Confederate flag, bar-entry age or
anything," Smith said. •1r Brother
Dan can draw an audience on the
Quad, I know students certainly
could."
Senate member Glenn Fundator
said First Amendment Day would
give students and Student
Government members a perfect

opportunity to work together.
"Thia idea is a step in the right
direc:tion,.. Fundator Aid. "If rm ptting the overtone of senate, getting
in touch with the student body is
really important this semester."
Fundator said he's looking forward
to assembling students on the Quad
for discussions about issues such as
racism on campus and homosexuality - issues Fundator says aren't
always discussed openly at Eastern.
Senate member Harvey Pettry
said having campus forums for

several merits.
"If you get people walking through
the Quad, they'd probably be more
likely to stop," Pettry said. '"Whether
students would take advantage of
the opportunity, we'll just have to
waitandlMle.•

Smith aaid he ca.me up with idea
of holding First Amendment Day
forums because the •voices of
Eastern students are not being heard
by faculty, administration and city

ofliciala.

-Student. don't feel it'a their uni-

versity," Smith said. •we provide
(faculty and administrators) with
jobs, and then we're told we're the
consumers. Some students are really
tired or reeling like a piece of
machinery."
Smith has complained in the past
that university administrators do not
listen to student concerns and are
not always truthful in answering
student complaints.
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dents learn to deal with
deadlines."
"All we want to see is student involvement increased;
we want students to get the
technical experience that will
get them a job in the real
world," Culhane said. "We all
put in way too many hours
for this not to pay off for us
in the end."
The students said they are
glad they made the decision
to take their concerns to
Beabout and said they think
the communication lines
between the students and the
administration are finally
reopening.
"We all realized that we
are getting cheated out of a
lot and maybe it's time we do
something about it," Erdman
said. "We have cameras
worth hundreds of thousands

of dollars in a studio that we
could be using, which we're
not, and I think we're being
cheated out of that."
"He (Beabout) listened,
which was good," Bane said.
"The communication lines
have been opened and we're
going to pursue this until we
find something we agree on."
Beabout could not be
reached
for
comment
Thursday night but did say
earlier in the day that he was
preparing a written response
to the student memo.
Since the program began
last semester, it has come
under scrutiny from both the
faculty and student senates.
Representatives from both
groups spoke out Thursday
in support of the students'
recent actions.
"To us it looked like the
students were being pushed
aside, but we didn't hear

t From page IA
If all nine bars participated, the cost per
weekend for each bar would be divided to
approximately $22.23, which adds up to
between $300 and $400 a semester,
Wagman said.
Roe's Tavern and Ted's Warehouse have
declined to participate or fund this year's
Gus Bus.
"Due to uncontrollable circumstances,
cash fl.ow is down from last year," said Dave
~~. owp.er of Roe's. "There are no extra
~~·"

• ·-nesides suffering from limited cash
shortage, the Gus Bus' route also is different from previous semesters. If the bus
were to begin running again, Wagman said
it will no longer pick up students on cam-

them complaining," said Bill
Addison, chairman of the
Faculty Senate. "We heard a
lot of rumors that the students were unhappy but
were afraid speak out
because they might need a
recommendation from those
people someday.
"I think the students'
points are good ones and
their requests are reasonable. I have to give the students who signed the memo a
lot of credit," Addison said.
"It takes a lot of guts to make
demands of someone who has
that kind of control over your
future."
"I think the students
should continue until they
feel their voice has been
heard and acted upon," said
Luke Neumann, student
body president. "Any help I
can give them from my position, I will."

pus to deliver them to the bars. It will only
supply transportation from the bars to the
Union.
"The students need to put on the pressure to get bars to participate (in the program)," she said.
If efforts were successful to get the Gus
Bus rolling again, Wagman said it would
run Fridays and Saturdays from 12:30 to
1:30 a.m.
Some Eastern students said they think
the Gus Bus is a worthwhile program for
the bar owners to help fund.
"It is like a party after the party," said
Karen Ripberger, a senior speech communication major. "It's a good cause."
"Kids are going to go the bars regardless,
why not provide a safe way?" said Kay
Gallagher, a junior education major.

Families of
abused kids
show little
remorse
CHICAGO (AP) - The
four-room apartment was littered with filth and crawling
with cockroaches, its windows broken and covered
with blankets that flapped in
the wind. It was home to 19
children - the oldest 14
years old, the youngest just
l.

When police barged in on
a drug raid, they found five
of the children sleeping in
their underwear on a bare
floor. Others fought with a
German shepherd dog for
scraps of meat on bones scattered on the floor.
Six adult relatives of the
children - four mothers, a
father and an uncle - were
charged with contributing to
child neglect, a misdemeanor. Another mother of
some of the children was in
custody but had not been
charged, police said.
"The only remorse they
showed was they didn't want
to be arrested," said Maggie
Gutierrez, one of the first
police officers on the scene.
Police raided the West
Side apartment late Tuesday
after watching suspected
drug dealers do business outside the building through the
night. Instead of drugs they
found, as one officer put it,
"babies everywhere."
"The apartment was cold,
the apartment was filthy,"
police officer Linda Burns
said. "I'm talking feces,
garbage, food on the floor. I
don't even know how to
describe it - it was just filth."

YOUR MOM Will
LIKE nns APT.--

vou WILL TOO!
345 - 4489
Jim Wood

~21.

WOOD REAL ESTATE
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED
lu"llt> OPERATED

JS~
Tonight!
25¢
Drafts
Saturday
Night

25¢
Drafts
TODAY:
IF~~ 1E
LlvE MUSIC

5-BP.M.

GARY ADKINS
ACOUSTIC GUITAR

Hours:
5 p.m.- l a.m. Mon.-Thurs.
4 p.m.-1 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
509 VanBuren
345-2380

Panther
Basketball '93 - '94

Royal Heights Apartments
1509 S. Second

• Great Location

(Behind Old White Hen)

• Central A/C
• 1-1/2 Baths

Garage Parking Available
WE ARE LEASING UP FAST SO CALL TODAYJ

348-5312 OR 1-356-8888
UL Real Estate Broker

UniversitI Housing Nig!!!
Saturday, February S
You can win:
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One of these prizes will be given
away at each of the following: the
halftimeoftbewomen'sgame,balf·
time of the men's pme, and at the
dance at Carman Hall after the
games.

®

I

1. Mountain Bike
2. CD Player
3. Gameboy
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day Edith McLoudng retired from her
as a speech patholosentative with the
Board of Education
9, she was not sure
·
ion her life would
t same day, someone
that her ability to
ries about Africancan culture would
er perfect for what
become her new

oud-Armstrong
•Mama Edie," storyextraordinaire, who
at hospitals, musend schools in the
area.
d-Armstrong, who
ak at Eastern at 8
night in the Rathof the Martin Luther
r. University Union,
was extremely nerhe first time she
in front of a room
'th children, but now
on a daily basis.
general, storytelling
a sense of self-esteem
also entertain while
g values, which are
ately sorely lacking
rica today: McLoudng said.
storytelling consists
of folktales from varAfrican cultures, chil-

"Where do we
go from here?"
dren's songs, hand-clapping
and rhythm games in dialect
from the Caribbean.
McLoud-Armstrong, who
bas worked as a storyteller
the last five years after a 20year career as a speech
pathologist and 11-year stint
on the Illinois Board of
Education, said her experiences working with children
and the disabled has helped
with her current career.
"I think my storytelling is
an extension of my teaching,
because it reaffirms the
need for all of us to be
patient, and I learned that
as a speech pathologist," McLoud-Armstrong said.
McLoud-Armstrong has
also taught sign language
since 1975 and assisted in
the development of the Deaf
Ministry at Mount Cavalry
Baptist Church in Chicago.
Although her performance
will kick off Eastern's recognition of Black History
Month, she says her audience ranges from young to

old and her stories appeal to
all races.
"I think many African
Americans respond very
favorably to my stories, but I
have had audiences that
were predominately white,
Hispanic and Asian before,"
she said.
She said she hopes to give
African Americans a sense
of their history with her presentation, another component of education she feels is
lacking.
"I think different races
should be allowed to learn
about their own history first,
not someone else's then their
own," McLoud-Armstrong
said.
McLoud-Armstrong said
her nickname originated
from an elementary school
her now 16-year-old daughter attended.
"All of the women had the
title · Mama' at this school,
as well as all the men, so I
just became known as
'Mama Edie,' and I decided
to incorporate that into my
job as a storyteller," she
said.
She added reactions to
her performances have
included people saying they
were inspired or simply
asked, "Can I have a hug?"
Tickets for Armstrong's
performance are $1 for students and senior citizens
and $3 for the general public.

eder to .accept seat
II. PUTNEY
m's speaker of the Student Senate
plans to accept a newly added seat
Charleston Liquor Task Force.
City Council agreed Tuesday with
Task Force Chairman Lou Hencken's
to add another student voice to the
'ttee before it begins debating an
in Charleston's bar-entry age.
clten, who offered the seat to Smith,
udents interested in the bar-entry
manded more representation.
said he has already made up his
ut Charleston's bar entry age.
not open to change," he said. "I am
toward making sure it stays 19."
'th said his state of the university
last week may have led Hencken to
the additional seat. In his speech,
.....mill .......... '

ii ' .. '

Smith said that the university often ignores students' wishes when making decisions.
"I rapped on a lot of
doors that night," Smith
said.
Charleston began considering increasing its bar
entry age after Champaign first made the proBobby Smith
posal. Charleston Mayor
Dan Cougill said he fears an influx of
University of Illinois students filtering into
Charleston bars if Champaign raises its
entry age.
Smith said Charleston should be discussing the issue now.
"If we wait too long, we11 get back here in
the summer and it (bar entry changes) will
already be done: he said.

.....
, -·

Friday & Saturday
$2.00 Pitchers of
I 00Amaretto
20 oz. Jumbo
Drafts '
Sours
l!t 12 oz. Longnecks

2°° 22 oz. Longnecks Bud Lt.

and M.O.D. light

$:JOO Zima Clearmalt ~ Pitchers

--------·Friday---------,
D.J. Tommy C. Featuring 1
Club Dance Music & Techno :

--~~~~-8.!'.!".!·!!·!l~---.J'

--------Saturday--------,
lhey're back, They're older & They're BOLDER
EIU's own premiere blues band

I'

;

J'

SHADOOBEE ;

---~~~-s_:_:o_'.'.·'.:~ ___
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••
Pregnant?
••
••
••
We Can Helpl
••
•
•••
•Free Pregnancy Testing
•
•
••• •Information about pregnancy, abortion, and alternatives ••
•••
24 Hour Hotline
•••
••
••
345-5000
•
••
••Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outreach •••

BUSINESS CARD AD
4 Weeks for only $30

Your ad will run in
Friday's Verge Section for
4 Consecutive weeks/ No Changes.
Stop b_y Buzzard Building 127 or
Call 581-2812 For Details

SATURDAY
AITERNOON
fdends &. Co./ MGD

GA.~E

I>.A.-Y

• Doubles Tournament
•Pool
•Darts

MGD on Tap! 64 oz. MGD Ice Kegs on special
MGD Prizes and giveaways!
Doors open 1 p .m.
509 Van Buren
Games begin 2 p.m. (217) 345-2380
Call for more info
Hours: 5 p.m.-1 a.m. Mon.-Thurs/ 4 p.m.-1 a .m. Fri & Sat.

FULL SERVlGB .
BREAKFAST•LUNCH.•DiNNER
•BREAKFAST
•SANDWICHES
•MEXICAN FOOD
•DINNERS
•HOMEMADE DESERTS

•FRESH BAKED MUFFINS
•BEER

&

WINE

Come try our
PA/tlOVS
l/RJBIUll' IJll£AD

sru
!WHAT'S COOKIN'I

Ui6lfflil1!filill•
.......

7th & Madison
1 Block North of Square

~

Chicago case just another story of negle
Imagine that as a young
overloaded with unwant
child of 2 or 3 years of age
children, mistreated you
you had to share a bone with
are often returned to unfit
little meat on It with one or
"Parents need
parents, thus continuing a
more siblings and the family
cyde of abuse. Research
thinking
dog. Also Imagine that all
proven this cycle will co
themthose partaking of the bacteue when these abused chi
selves and
ria-Infested meal had to be
dren abuse their children.
careful not to mislay the
themselves in
But parents. although
bone lest the cockroaches
are
mostly to blame for
their children's
get ahold of It.
abuse. can't bear the
place. "
A farfetched story of mon- Elliott
burden of blame.
umental fllth and lmprobabil- Peppers
The Department of
ity7
Children and Family Se
Hardly.
has long been under scrutiny for Inadequate pr
On Tuesday, Chicago police found 19 halftion and care for families and their children. The
clothed, hungry children apparently not being
department needs to look at more preventive
supervised In a cold, filthy apartment. Three adults
means rather than just punishing the parents,
were at the apartment when pollce arrived, but two
effect the children, after the fact.
were found asleep.
Before solutions can be contemplated, the
Police reported finding dirty dishes stacked In the cy needs to determine what percentage of
kitchen sink and on the floor, a refrigerator full of
American homes are In atrocious conditions sl
rotting food, garbage and roaches everywhere,
to this Chicago apartment and why. Who's fault
children with soiled diapers laylng on a bare matIt? The economy's? The educational system's?
tress on the floor and two children sharing a bone
Parents need to stop thinking about them
with a dog.
and put themselves In their children's place,
Acting on reports that drugs were being sold
fldng where necessary to help mold constru
from the building. police Investigated the apartmembers of society. This should be done not
ment, ftndlng no drugs - only ftlth and child
out of obligation, but out of love.
neglect.
Police said the adults arrested at the Chi
The Chic.ago Tribune reported that six adults,
apartment were more concerned about going
lndudlng four mothers of the children, were arrestthan what would happen to their children. One
ed and charged with misdemeanor chlld neglect.
mother of the children couldn't be questioned
All but one of the children were taken to an emerpolice Wednesday because she was giving bl
gency shelter. Police said one 4-year-old with cereher third child - potential victim of neglect n
bral palsy had apparent cigarette burns, welts and
20 for that apartment.
other marks on the body consistent with abuse.
Living In such ftlthy and apparently lmpov
Child cruelty of this sort appalls every decent and conditions leaves one to wonder how many of
. reasonable person, or at least It should. But stories
19 Chic.ago children wlll one day turn to crime
of this sort of abuse seem to be becoming so comsurvive.
mon that It's no longer really all that shocking when
reports surface.
- Elliott Peppers Is associate news editor
Since the nation's childcare system Is already
regular columnist for The Dally Eastern News.

stop
about

AIDS awareness
taught Eastern
valuable lessons
This past week has taught us something

about compas.*>n.
We've heard many different stories during
Eastern's HIV/AIDS Awareness Campaign.
We've heard from a man IMng with the AIDS
virus and a mother who lost her son to the disease. We've heard
about the horrors of
B
contracting
AIDS
- - - - - - - - through a sexual assault, what happens during HIV testing and
what we can do to prevent contracting or
spreading the virus.
Jeanne White, the mother of Ryan White,
whG died of AIDS0 :isgg, spoke to a crowd of
more than 400 people Monday about her
experiences with her son. Ryan, a hemophiliac,
gained national prominence when he contracted the disease from a tainted blood transfusion
In 1984.
Since her son's death, White has launched a
crusade to Inform the public about AIDS. She
told students about the fear and prejudice that
AIDS victims have to face and stressed the
Importance of protecting oneself against contracting the disease.
White's speech touched everyone that was
there, and If we learned nothing else from her
speech or the week-long campaign, we
learned compassion. Compassion Is the key to
IMng and working with AIDS victims.
We also learned that we should not be afraid
to reach out to AIDS victims, who often find
themselves ostracized. We should treat them
not with fear, but with understanding and
knowledge.
The HIV/AIDS Awareness Campaign also
drove home the message that finding a cure for
AIDS and preventing the spread of the disease
are equally Important. White reminded us that
It Is our generation that has come of age during
the AIDS epidemic and It Is our generation that
will be the one to stop the disease's spread
and hopefully soon find a cure.
"Your generation has the choice whether you
get AIDS," White said.
White Is right. We can act responsibly and
make serious effort to prevent the spread of the
disease or we can play Russian Roulette with
the disease by engaging In risky behavior. We
are being informed what those risks are, and
we have a choice.

Edito:r1 I

Writers should not
dismiss students as
apathetic drunks
Dear editor:
I am writing this In response to
recent sentiments expressed In
your newspaper about the students attending Eastern. The
authors of these articles outlined
the lnablllty of our fellow students to take a stand on Issues
and their seeming Indifference to
anything except the need to
drink alcohol. They degraded the
common sentiment that many
students feel there Is nothing to
do other than going to bars.
I found a lot of these points to
be valld. Yet I was disturbed that
these authors were so ready to
condemn us as a generation of
apathetic drunks without contributing suggestions to Improve
our Intellectual and social condl-

to

put

Tolll'tlll'n
tlons In Charleston. As an aspiring writer, I would llke to see a
group of people formed to discuss their works In progress In
the hopes that through sharing
Ideals we may help each other
achieve our goals. I would enthuslastlcally support lectures by
anyone who has something Interesting to talk about. Perhaps professors who have material they
wish to present that doesn't flt
Into their classes would be Interested In starting discussion
groups and roundtables to promote Intellectual growth. The art,
music and drama sections could
present experimental works.
I'll be the first to say that I
have not contributed much to this
campus, but I am wllllng to try.
When I look back In history, the
people who truly stand out were

those who traded Ideas with
ers. Anyone else who Is In
eel or groups already In ex
should send In suggestions.
Michael

Lette:r Polle
The Dally Eastern News
ages letters to the editor
Ing any local, state, national or
International Issue.
Letters should be less than
words. For the letter to be p
the name of the author, In ad
to the author's address and
phone number, must be Incl
If necessary, letters will be
accordln8.to length and space
the~ of the edit page
tor OI' ealfor In dlief.
~letters will not
pr1nted.
If a letter has more than th
authors, only the names of the
three will be printed.

.

•.&.
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lie investigating
tz Gym incident
More than $450 in property
was taken. Items taken in the
theft include a gold watch and
band valued at $200; a gold
ring with a black onyx valued
at $100, a gold sapphire ring
worth $90 and a white Eastern
jacket with gray lettering
worth$70.
Jones said she did not lock
the locker.

The campus police are also
still investigating a case of
vehicle damage.
The case involved damage
to the passenger side of a ~
car bumper that took place
between Jan. 29 and Jan. 30.
Freshman Tyler Doty, 18,
parked his car in the stadium
parking lot at 8:30 p.m. and
proceeded to Lantz Gymnasium. When Doty returned
to his car at 2:30 p.m. the next
day, he discovered a hole two
inches in diameter in the car's
rear bumper.
A damage estimate was not
available.

w store to offer more
.

in the making for the opening of a
-Mart store in Mattoon that will
area, wider aisles, an automoarea and a photo lab.
store will take up 199,000 square
and the tentative opening date is
spring, store director Scott Hanika
nt Mattoon Wal-Mart takes up
feet of space.
, which is being billed as "longer
field," will offer a bakery and a
t shop similar to that of a Sam's
along with a McDonald's and an
center, Mattoon Mayor Wanda
"d.
offer the same things most other
will offer," Ferguson said.
studio would be on the list of new
said Randy Ashley, 1ln assistant

manager at Wal-Mart.
There will be 250 to 300 new job openings,
bringing the number of employees up to
approximately 450 to 500, Ashley said.
Hanika said the closing of the current
Mattoon Wal-Mart will coincide with the
grand opening and all employees of the old
store will be transferred over to the new store,
he said.
.
A Charleston Wal-Mart employee said that
she did not think the opening of the SuperWal-mart would change an~ about their
business.
"The plan is to keep (the Charleston
Walmart) open," said Hanika. He said the
opening of the new store will not affect the
operation of the Charleston Wal-Mart.
Ferguson said the location of the current
Wal-Mart has not yet been decided, but it is
being sought after by a few businesses.
"We•re looking forward to opening up,"
Hanika said. "It will be a convenient one-stop
shop."

RYTHING'S FREE
e years of providing Eastern Students
lty Chiropractic care, we are welcomstudents back to school.
me you back we are offering to perur services on your first visit absolutely
this adl This includes consultation,
t, and X-rays if indicated.

now to schedule your appointment.

GANDOLFI
HIKOPRACDC
2115 18th St.

Call 345-4065
l'atlents only, Ad must be presented on 1st visit

expires Feb. 10. 1994

r------------------------,
Cmy-Out' Delively • 7Days aWeek •
Two Large (16")

Thin Cmst PiZ1.as
with One Topping

For one pizi.a, it's only $7.95.
Offers good 7Days/Wk. mCmy-Out l Delivery through 3fJM4.
CharJeston

90') 18th Street

348-7515
L------------------------~

The Datl7 EB8te:rn ~
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Council continues
Club
~I

1

to review programs

have twice applied for a merger and been rejected by the
Board of Governors.
The Council on Academic
"We are not recommending
Affairs Thur d y continued elimination of the German
discussing program status major," James Johnson, dean
recommendation os port of of arts and humanities, said.
the Board of Governors' "We would like to continue the
Annual Academic Program process of evaluation of the
Review.
(combined) foreign language
The Council reviewed 16 major and keep German as an
programs Thursday nnd pro- area of concentration."
ceeded with a "status quo"
The program has been recrecommenclation for 11 pro- ommended twice for eliminagrams, which mean to keep tion by the Illinois Board of
the program ns it is.
Higher Education as part of
The bachelor's in Spanish, its Priorities. Quality and
French and German received Productivity initiative. The
"status quo asterisk" recom- PQP initiative. set forth by
mendations because of low the IBHE in 1991, is geared
enrollment. Currently, there at cutting wasteful spending
are 43 Spanish majors, 22 at the 12 state universities by
French majors and nine eliminating programs that are
German majors.
"no longer educationally or
Heribert Breidenbach, economically justified."
chair of the foreign language
The program has been on
department, said the three ''intensive review" by the
foreign language programs Board of Governors for two
By AMY CARNES

AdmlnJstratlon editor

years, the maximum amount
of time a program may
remain under that status.
The review status allows a
university to address serious
problems existing in a program such as low enrollment,
low graduation rate, low
retention rate and poor placement of graduates. As part of
the review process, the univcrsi ty reports regularly to
the chancellor's office.
The bachelor's degrees in
psychology and sociology
Thursday received preliminary "expand'' recommendations from the council because
of significant increases in the
number of majors.
To accommodate the
increased enrollment a new
position has been created in
each department and will be
filled in the fall. Funds for the
new position will come from a
reallocation of resources within the college.

U.S. weighs Vietnam issue
WASHINGTON (AP) - It is one of the
quirks of history that it could fall to the president who came of age as a Vietnam war
protester to undo a remnant of the war's legacy of distrust.
"This is an issue for the present day,"
President Clinton said Wednesday as he
weighed recommendations to lift the U.S.
trade embargo against Vietnam.
~ides said tbe wesident was preparing to
li~ the 19¥filir..:ofd 1>an, urged on by U.S. business es and encouraged by Vietnam's
cooperation in helping resolve questions about
unaccounted-for American soldiers.
Dogged during the presidential campaign by
questions about how he avoided the Vietnam
draft, and shadowed in office by strained relations with the military, Clinton would like
nothing better than to put the war behind
him.
He rejected suggestions that his past would
make the decision politically more difficult,
saying, "We just have to do what's right." Yet
because of who he is - and was - the decision
could carry special risks.
One administration official, speaking only
on condition of anonymity, expressed a fear
that "this issue's going to eat us alive." Such
concerns persist although the president got
some political cover when the Senate voted
last week to support lifting the embargo, still a

step short of normalizing relations with Hanoi.
Just as the nation has spent decades coming
to grips with its role in Vietnam, so has it been
a long, difficult journey for Clinton, who in
1969 wrote to thank a ROTC recruiter "for
saving me from the draft" by giving him a
deferment.
In the same letter, Clinton sought understandfog for those who had "come to find
themselves still loving their country but
loathing the military." Keenly aware that such
a past placed him. in a sensitive position on
veterans' issues, Clinton came into office talking tough on Vietnam.
He promised to make resolution of the POWMIA issue "a national priority" by insisting on
a full accounting of all those soldiers still listed
as missing before normalizing relations with
Vietnam.
On Memorial Day, he confronted his detractors directly in a visit to the Vietnam War
Memorial. Amid cheers and jeers, as some veterans turned their backs on him, Clinton
declared: "Let us continue to disagree if we
must about the war. But let us not let it divide
us as a people any longer."
His pledge on that day to the families of soldiers who did not come home from Vietnam:
"We will do all we can to give you not only the
attention you have asked for, but the answers
you deserve."
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1
Karaoke at 6:00 pm
1
Seafood Buffet
I
In our new banquet facility
I 5:30-7:30 All you can eat! $11
I
Crab legs optional: $6.00 for t 2oz.
I Hot buffet & salad bar I l-2 pm$
I
All you can eat, Large selection
I
I
L

Sunday Brunch 11-2 pm $6
$ 1.00 of w/EIU ID

All you can eat, Large selection

-----------

l 9 to enter;2 l to drink

r:.------.------: $6~x ! $9~
Serving Charleston 8.. Eastern Illinois University

1One 14" Large I Pep;::J.>~!~:
I One Topping I
& TWo cokes
Add111onal toppings 95¢ cad1

I

Add1tionaJ topJ?mg~ 95¢

ILValid
al participaung stcm:sJ I ______
'hhd .ll part~C!fXHmg stores
______
_
Limited Time Only
I.muted f1me Only

University Board Human Poten

-Presents-

Mama Edie
African American Folklore Storyteller
TONIGHT

8:00 p.m.
Rathskeller
$1.00 - Students w/ID
$3.00 - General Public

lil

~
~ )~
~
~ HONG KONG HOUSE
~
liiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!ii!iii!~;iiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiii
~~~~=-=~~~~:=:!==~

- Sweet Sour Chicken .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 4z.s
~

Chunk of chicken bartered, deep fried In sweet sour sauce

~ Sweet Sour Shrimp ............................. $4so

m Shrimp deep fried In sweet sour sauce
~ Cashew Chicken ................................. $4li
m
Dicedchicken sauttiid with crlsp11 CO$hew nuls
~ Chicken with Vegetables ...................... $42.5
~

Sliced chicken sauteed with fresh uegelab/u

~ Chicken with Broccoli ......................... $4li
~

Stir fried chicken wllh broccoll bamboo shoots

~ Beef with Broccoli .............................. $425
~

Beef with broccoli stl,...frled In brown sauce

~ Pepper Steak ..................................... $4ll

m Bee/ tenderloin .auteed with fresh grttn peppers and onions

I

~

Mongolian Beef (spicy) ........................ $4ll
Sliced beef with green on on In spicy sauce

~ Kong Pao Chicken (spicy) .................... $4ll
m
Hal' Chteken diced bamboo shoots In nch brown sauce 111ilh red pepper and peanuts

I

Served with Fried Rice and Egg roll
- 348-5941 All Day Delivery! 345-3448
~
1505 18th Street, Charleston

THIS TIME IT IS FOR REAL!!
All of your favorite songs from the eighties.
that gave us Reagan, Bush, the Iran-Contra Hearings
and Jim and Tammy Faye Baker.
WHAT MEMORIES!!

75¢ Drafts
$100 Tom Collins

s15!! Long Islands

$1ru! Scre.w Drivers

SATIJRDAY AT STU'S:
Music, Drinks, Warm Bodies - Yes Guy!!!
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Those players are: Kara

rounded athletes who are
only going to get better when
runner-up Colchester; Lorri they put their full focus on
SOmnier, a middle hitter from volleyball."
Williamsville and Lindsey
And considering the outCelba, a middle hitter from side hitter positions are set
Libertyville. All three ath- with the return of would-beletes are three-sport stars.
seniors Kaaryn Sadler ( 455
"These are the three kids kills)
and
Sherri
we wanted: Ralston said. Piwowarczyk, Ralston can
"They're great players that rest a little easier for next
come from great high school season. But not that much,
programs. I'm very excited according to Ralstoe..
about the potential in these
-with Kaaryn and Sherri
players and what they will at outside hitter, these new
bring to our team in terms of additions will be great. But
success.
Kaaryn, Sherri and the other
•Jt's great to know that returning players will have to
the players are excited," still pick up the slack for us
Ralston said. "They're well- and play consistent."

:;:....-----~ Harper, a setter from Class A

ketball
games.
The offense, though, continues to strugill be the test of our defense,"
gle.
The Panthers shooting percentage has
uels. "Individually, they are as
ent as we have in the league. steadily declined the past four games, droplosive, and you can do a good ping from 43 percent in a home loss to
Green Bay down to 35 percent in their
but they'll still explode.
't really stop those guys, but it's Monday loss to Valparaiso.
"We're looking at putting in some differto control them for 40 minutes
ent
wrinkles," Samuels said. "We want to
rtant."
have
more structure to the offense, and
ther defense has played well of
· g its opponents to an average make it more definitive for our players to
ts per game during the past five shoot the ball."
• From Page 7 A
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ft.I. V./ A.l.D.S.
Awareness campaign
Friday
"And the Band Played On."
HBO's movie about the political and
personal progression of A.1.0.S.
Sponsored by the Thomas Hall Council
7:30 in the Thomas Dining Center

DELTA SIGMA

PHI

SPRING 1994 Executive Board and Cabinet
Page 7A

of people and are
• Padovan said.
· meet is importwo meets of the
the goals that the
have been shooting

for all year.
•we are kind of in that
transition point where some
people are going to start
reacting differently to what
we are doing," Padovan said.
" We have some muscle-sore-

Jason Steinke
I Chad franks
Brian Luchetti
right

ness, yet we could pot.entially
swim better. Some people are
going to take off and some are

actually going to do worse.
Everybody reacts differently
in the middle of the rest
phase.

HOPPE TOPPERI

''
20

with
cheese

o~~oeatJs

for only

Preston Roberts

Each Extra

Topplng 1 1~

SIGMA
NU
FRATERNITY
would like to congratulate
its FALL 193 Pledge Class
on their activation

~..._r

ccuna, CIR• Slaw IPECIMa. w.DOM.Y /Cl
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111
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H DIP r-----------------------,
LIGllT ROAST PW
J .99 ·aDCKEl't SAm'A ft
$1.69 ....
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i\STE THE ARBY'S
DIFFERENCE
a.-.on.
310 Lhxlh Illa..

348-5144

I

unday: I IOO-CJOO
I
onclay: Closed
I
ues,Wed,Thur: IOOo-CJOO I
., Sat.: 11 •-1 O"
I

John Ekdale
Brad Feldman
John Ferak
Nick Hosanna
Mark Michel

The DaOJ llaltern Newa
<

Huskies dru
Lady Panth e
eight points below her
average. Hill also dish
team-high six assists.
The Lady Panthers suffered
Eastern, 2-15 overall
their fifth consecutive basket- in the Mid-Con, was on
ball loss of the season Thurs- led by senior Shannon
day night, this time an 84-67
The forward from
loss to conference foe Northern enport, Iowa, also r
"double-double" by po ·
Illinois.
The bulk of the Huskies' game-high 25 points
scoring came from junior for- lecting a team-hi
ward Angela Lockett. The rebounds. Baugh's 25
Gary, Ind., native scored a tied her career high set
team-high 19 points while this year at Evansville.
grabbing nine rebounds.
While Baugh's effort
Northern, 13-3 overall and of her season's best
10-0 in the Mid-Continent Panther head coach J
Conference, got another key was pleased with his
performance from center Car- overall effort.
yn Alexander.
"We need to play ·
The senior from Highland same kind of intensi
Park earned a "double-double" Klein. "The things
by recording 15 point.s and were doing well are
pulling down a game-high 11 need to do against o
boards.
that are not as pow
To the Lady Panthers' credit, Northern."
Eastern was able to shut down
The Lady Pantbe
Mid-Continent Conference game will be against
scoring leader E.C. Hill.
Illinois Saturday at
The senior guard from Gym. Tipoff is sched
Chicago was held to 16 points, 5:15p.m.

By DAN FIELDS
Staffwriter

JEFF CULLER/Photo editor
Junior guard Nicky Polka attempts to drive past a Northern fllinois opponent during
Thursday's home loss to the Huskies. The Lady Panthers are at home again Saturday
against Western nlinols.

Eastern
hopes
t
o
make
it
Weekend meets two-for-two against Flam

to test Eastern
wrestling team

By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

Eastern's wrestling
team will have its hands
full this weekend as it
faces two tough opponents in separate dual
meets.

The Panthers host

expecting
a
real
t 0 ugh
dual."
The
Be a rs
are coming off a
big win

o v e r

Southwest Missouri St.

'----...:.Ill.;....~ Northern

tonight at 7:30 in Lantz
Gym and then head to
Tennessee on Sunday to
face the University of
Tennessee-Chattanooga
in a 2 p.m. contest.
Eastern had tough
matches against both
squads last year, but first
and foremost, coach
Ralph McCausland said
his team is preparing for
SW Missouri.
"We just need to focus
on Southwest," McCausland said. "It's a home
match. I'd like to see the
guys continue to wrestle
strong."
The Panthers dropped
a"31-15 contest to the
Bears last year, but
according to SW Missouri
coach John Kriebs, the
match will probably be
closer this year.
•1 know Eastern has
had some problems in a
few weight classes but I
know
Ralph
(McCausland) can usually
get the kids fired up,"
Kriebs said. "We're

Ralph
Iowa last
McCausland weekend
18-1 7, and will bring a

strong squad into Lantz
Gym.
"We've had some ups
and downs and some nagging injuries but we've
been doing pretty good,"
Kriebs said.
The Bears return five

National qualifiers this
year and will definitely
test the middle of the
Panther lineup.
Jim Prendergast is
ranked 10th in the nation
at 150 pounds for the
Bears and teammate Ted
Hickey is ranked fifth at
158, although Hickey is
questionable for tonight's
match due to an injury.
McCausland hopes his
team's tough work in
practice will show during
the two meets.
"The intensity has
picked up," McCausland

said. "That's something
we've got to see. It should
carry over into the matches."

during their
71-63 loss to

By RANDY LISS
Staff writer

the Phoenix
To hear Panther coach Rick
Samuels tell it, Eastern's 9189 victory over IllinoisCbicago on Jan. 15 at the UIC
Pavilion had its good points
and its bad.
"Winning there does two
things," Samuels said. "For
one thing, it gives us confidence. However, it also
inspires the Flames."
And inspiration is something that Eastern would
really rather not see IllinoisChicago with on Saturday
when the Flames come to
Lantz Gym for a 7:35 p.m.
Mid-Continent Conference
mat.chup.
The Flames (11-6, 7-2)
should be ornery after being
knocked out of a first-place tie
with Wisconsin-Green Bay

eight rebounds in the
loss to Eastern last m

But the one who s

in
Green flames is Williams.
The Flames' floor
Bay
on
comes in as the seco
Monday.
Couple ing scorer in the Mi
that with (20.5) as well as ave
the fact that assists per game, w ·
tbePan- ranks him second in
thers issued ference.
Rtck Samuels I 11 i n o i s When Williams' i
Chicago its only home loss on though, more often
the season, and UIC will have the Flames get
Williams could only
a lot to play for.
The Flames are led by up nine puinLs on
senior point guard Kenny shooting in 36
Williams and sophomore for- against Green Bay.
But while Eastern
ward Sherell Ford, who was
selected as the Mid-Con a red-hot defense to
the Flames, the Pan
Player of the Week this week.
Ford comes into the game have their work cut
as the Mid-Con's leadllig scor- them when they at
er (24.1) and second-leading shut aown the top two
rebounder (8.8). The sopho- in the conference.
more recorded 22 points and
• Continued on

Swimming team set
battle at UIC tonight
By JOHN COX
Staff writer

Normally one would think that the
Phoenix, a bird that consumed itself in fire
and rose renewed from its ashes, and the
Flames would have problems surviving in the
water.
Not so in the Mid-Continent Conference.
The University of Illinois-Chicago Flames
and the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
happen to strong swimming programs.
Eastern will attempt to douse its red-hot
opponents today at 6:30 p.m. in Chicago.
However, Eastern coach Ray Padovan said

that both teams may be bard to snuff
"Green Bay's women are just tou
nails," Padovan said. "Gr een Bay's
a team that is really coming up. They
lot of money, but their numbers
down. They started with a lot of
now they are down to about the
The guys they have are really good."
UIC is also no str~ger to being low·
ies but high in tal~ added Padovan.
"UIC's men ari fairly solid and
women, which are,.JWid of like Green
men, have some reat'good women, b
lost a lot of people and are getting
t Contlnued on Page 7A
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of the late
Geoffrey Bowers sued TrlStar Pictures, dlfet!~f

Jonathan Demme. ~
er Scott Rmln and olKers
associated with the moule.
The suit W2'$ filed ln

u.s

OlstdefQlft I! .,..

hatlan.
"We made the mistake of busting people," said Dana Bowers,
one of Geof&eifs bolhers. "Tuey
betrayed us... l..awye.r Daniel Felber said Geoffrey s brothers,
Dana and Charles, and their
motiw!t, Alberta Bowers, all of
Medf6td Mass., shared their
memories with people im.dved in
the fihn with the understanding
that they would be paid and that
Geoffrey Bowers woukl be mentioned in the aedits.
They said a dollar figure was
newr agreed upon, and that they
thought negotiatioos were still in
progress
until
the
movie came
cut.

Tri-Star

spo~

Ed RusSeD

denied that •Philadelphia'' was

the story of
Geoffrey

Bo.wrs.
"'Philadelphia' a a ftctional sto01
w h i c h

WITH THESE WEEKEND
SPECIALS AT

JERRY'S PIZZA
~PUB

345-1844
AT THE CORNER OF 4th & UNCOLN

2 LARGE SINGLE
IN~EDIENT PIZZAS

$16.00
~m:'11Fltl'.n111AlI ~l:!I

I INGREDIENT I INGREDIENT I
I
PIZZA
I
PIZZA
I
I & QT. OF COKE I & QT. OF COKE I

ROBIN
WILLIAMS

SALLY
FIELD
•

lro.ui

FttlSat 4:30, 7:15 ,9:45
Satl8un Mat 1:45
Sun-Thur&: 4• 7:

$7.95

$5.95

ILG.i\vo-+ SMALLTwo -I
I INGREDIENT I l"IGREDIENT I

PIZZA
I
PIZZA
I
I
I & QT. OF COKE I & Qlil:IE COKE I
L-.!9~!..- .J.. ·~ - .J

onkee on the move
ven in diis gray days, Davy Jones
inks he still has more to offer
When Davy Jones finally
ered the hotel phone, he
annoyed.
On this Tuesday morning,
es had conducted a radio
erview from his suite atop
antic City's Merv Griffin
rts International.
After finishing, the station
n't let him be. They kept
ng back, irritatklg the forlead singer of the MonThey were tying up all the
Jones said. "The operaere at the hotel was a bit
eel because I kept blamher for the calls coming
h."
even an annoyed Davy
is a pleasant Davy Jones.
He quickly shifted conversagears by putting aside the
s frustrations and leapo sudden personal reflecon Ufe and career.
haven't had my time yet,"
id. In conversation, he
ed few segues. He menimmediately what came

SATURDAY

''llCIO "CLICIWIU
llUCE"
Fiii''

Rock-n- Roll Show

Rock -n· Roll Show

from Effingham
Play Songs by: Skid Row,

From Champaign

Playing Songs by: AC/DC,
Led Zeppelin, Aerosmith &

Van Halen, Black Crowes,
Judas Priest, Aerosm1th,
Motley Crue &more

much more
Admission $1 (8-10)
w/coupon

Admission $1 (8-10) w/coupon
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VALENTINE
The SweetKISS!
heart
Bud Vase
Bouquet
Photo courtesy Capital C111e.s/ABC, Inc. from 1hc book "Growing l p Brady"

Davy Jones and Marcia (Maureen McCormick) from "The Brady
Bunchn episode 63: "Getting Davy Jones," in which Marcia oows
to get Jones to play the prom and ends up taking him as her date.
Jones will appear with The Real Live Brady Bunch on Feb. 8 in
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. Union.
I feel there is something
"It's filled with a lot of warm being short for his age, Jones
for me."
people. They're casino peo· believes he needs to try harder
es spoke with distinguish- pie.''
than most.
traces of the same wispy,
No matter if he is pretending
"I tend to have an aggressive
chester-bred voice fans to play his own instruments on side," Jones said. "I have
ember from nearly two the Monkees' 1966 television always felt that the door to
es ago. But there were show or prancing around a opportunity is marked push."
differences.
casino stage, every perforHe often finds himself hun·
was not the Davy Jones mance means something to kered in his home writing songs
Jones.
and hoping to stumble upon
speech is richer, older,
MWhen I hit the boards and something commercially sucperhaps even more digni· see the people," Jones said. cessful so he can record in the
"It's my time for relaxation.
studio again.
"It's my whole life."
er, the boyish enthusi·
His last series studio record·
which garnered this 48Jones was born in the mod· ings came in the early 1970s
ld his fame some two est surroundings of southern with his former Monkees band
ago has not been lost.
England. A web of connected mates.
feel I've got a bit more to neighborhoods wove his small
"There are still a few more
Jones said.
industrial town into a tight com· miles left in the Monkees' proare his days of reckless munity.
ject," Jones said. Their most
and heart-throb stature.
To the people of this neigh- recent efforts together materialy, Jones has haunts the borhood, Jones' father was ized in the form of a limited
and Atlantic City strip "something of a street healer."
reunion tour in 1989.
Whenever illness or worry
Currently 14 European dates
You know I have often overcame the very old or the have been secured for a 1994
t about ending up in Las very young, they came to his Monkees' reunion tour in May.
s wearing a silver suit father.
A tour of the states is scheduled
my one hit, Jones said.
"I guess he knew his Red for early June.
ht 'Oh my God, no.'
Cross," Jones chuckled.
Jones will never forget his
I really kind of like it."
And from watching his past. But he ref uses to live
casino surroundings father's care for others, Jones there.
evolved into his home.
wanted to use his own special
His eyes and thoughts conwo shows a night, six talents to better people.
tinually face forward. "Nobody
a week, Jones performs
"If one thing I say during a does Davy Jones," he said.
audience who still has conversation or performance
"I do myself.
ringing chimes of slot gives someone a positive
- Davy Jones will be ap·
echoing in their ears. thought," Jones said, "then I pearing with The Real Live
ou come into a casino and feel satisfied."
Brady Bunch at 7 p.m. on
s no Luigi and Ragatelli
Jones is a short man who is Feb. 8 in Grand Ballroom of
spaghetti hanging off their long on words. Standing slightly the Martin Luther King Jr.
Jones said.
over five feet tall and always Union.

ONLY

$1995

Arrangements &.
Balloons as low as

$1500
31elefiom
NOBLE FLOWER

SHOP

11

11

C~bin Fever-Special
at Craig~s Video

'"'-arty
's
day: Italian Beef
izzarella w/ Marty's Fries $349

Two Locations

$3Pitchers

,--------------,
Rent 1 Get 1

'clock Club: 3 for $1 Burgers

1

•

day Nite:
$1
Ice House Longnecks $1412
Pita Pizza

638 W. Lincoln

s_..,Jj.._.

Free

1

1

Weekly (7 Days)

1
I

I

\V/This Coupon

I
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Eye of the beholder

You'll find the best specials Jn town at

Art sl1ow compares traditional, modern world
By NATALIE GOTT

Artists from around the
world combined their oil,
acrylic and watercolor paintings, as well as photographs
and even coffee filters to create the International Critic's
Choice, the latest
exhibit at the Tarble Arts Center.
The exhibit features work by
a rtists from Ireland, Argentina,
Nigeria, Italy, England, Brazil, Germany and the
United States. The
display will remain
in the Tarble Arts
Center until Feb.

27.
The artwork, on loan from
the Mitch ell Museum at
Ceda rh urst, includes titles
such as "Comrades in Arms,"
"T he R itua l," and " Dead
PoUcemen," which were crea ted to p r o voke critical
awareness in t he viewer
through the diversity of the
artists.
Robert Paulsen , director of
the Visiting Art Program at
Southern UUnois University in

when looking at most pieces,
including the display featuring
coffee filters.
The artwork displayed was
selected by a panel of critics
from different countries and
continents who specialize in
contemporary art.
In addition to
the artwork, displayed on the walls
is an essay by the
artist defining the
purpose for each
composition. An
illustrated catalog
of the essays is
available at the
Tarble Arts Center.
Tarble Acts Center is located on
south Ninth Street
EUSSA BROADHURST staff photographer and is ope n 1 0
/
a.m. to 5 p.m.
In doing this, symbols of mul- Tuesday through Friday, 10
ticulturalism, media and poll- a.m. to 4 p.m . on Saturday
tics a re represented by every and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. o n Sunpiece of artwork.
day.
"I have been pleasantly surAs part of the exhibit, the
prised that the response has International Student Services
been so positive," sa id and Rotary will host a recepMic hael Watts, director of tion Feb. 15. The reception is
Tarble Arts Center.
planned as a social occasion
He said people have eager- inviting people to come see
ly discussed the artwork, and the d isplay in an informal
they have kept open minds atmosphere, he said.

Carbondale, and Bonnie
Speed, director of Visual Arts
at the Mitchell Museum, organized the exhibit. Their goal
was to create an array of
opinions and ideas that compare the traditional to the
modern world.

Mother's..
Longnecks
20oz Drafts

$2ritchers

'Blink' soundtrack composer just doing his job
By MIKE G\GJARDO

While man; people can re.adily

OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENI' ll't

tun the first few bars of the James

1 408 SIXTH STREE T

Bood theme or the overture from
Star Wars" without missing a
most rn<Me goers ~ be

jH9(fte t~f~'5'\"1:3tt?

of the sat.n:ltracks to 'Terminator," "The AccusOO" or
"Striking Dislance."
But that's just fine with composer Brad Ftedel. In
fact, he is the first one to say, "I think that's my job."
ROOel. \Mlo $ ) wrote the 9Xll'eS for "The Big F.asy"
and "The Bunker," believes that his first priority as a
movie score composer is to "Sllpl'.X)rt" the ei..mts on
screen. Likewise, he believes his duty as the composer
is to "we my krXM'ledge and abilities to help the at.dieoce have a fuller e.xperience."
And that's just what he does in his most recent
effort, the rootion picture "Blink."
"I or@lally SCNJ a soeeuing of the fihn," sai:i ROOel.
"and talked to Michael Apted. I was intr9Jed ~the
iiea of someooe not beJrlJ able to see sirx::e birth, then
&.diellly beJrlJ given sight - the elheraal element of the
score acoot.llts for this."
He believes the a itidsms ~ "serious" llU1Skla11s that
film ca 1 ~ is not a vial:E art fam is unfoulded.
"It's the ooly OJm!nt fOlm where people get to \A/lite
rn.Sc for a large orchestra," Aroel sai:i. "(Rim score)
writing rates with anything being written currently.
Ewrybody is writing for scmeone - oo ooe writes in a
vac:wn. Yoo're aLwP,s writing for a reason."
As a self-proclaimed "movie buff," Redel most

~ "beq) able to \A/lite vmat I want in conjunction
with a film."
"I feel very fortunate to meet people who want to
~with me," Hooel sakl. While his scoreJor "Terminator 2" garnered him an American Society of Composers and Performers award, he believes the best
award in his Wsiness is "\A.hen directors want to \.OOrk
with me. ..
Of his \.OOrk, Fiedel is prou:lest of "T2."
"I was given very little time," he sakl. "I had to compose 105 min.Iles of rru.Sc, and I performed 99 percent of it myself." Hooe! tdBi he was equally prou::l of
his work in "The Accused" because of the "importaoce" of the fihi.
Fiedel is not !dely a man of movie music, howewr.
He recently took part in a collaborative piece with
sculptor Donakl Uµ;ki. Aroel wrote rru;ic for a multittde of bells that Uµ;ki had rJagOO to play automatical-

ly.

At. the unvei&ng of the piece at the Cincinnati Art
Institute, Fiedel was rather disbessed to find that a third
of the ipes were not ~- He trie:i lD1SlX:CeS.Y
fully to get the malfurx:tion atterded to and received
insteai nothing but r:raise and adulation.
W:ky for Aroel that in art, beauty is in the eye of
the beldler and not the listener.

Now Leasing for '94-'95
• Oldetown Apts.
• Heritage Apts.
• Polk Ave. Apts.
• 4th & Buchanan
• 1420 6th St. Apts

345-0LDE
We are outraged that the messag e con
Ing w omen at Stu's w as written on the ch
board. This w as done without the knowl
of the management or ownership o f Stu'
We will find out who did it and they will
dismissed. Such attitude wlll not be toter,
ed In this establishment. Our sincerest apo
g ies to Kate McBride and all ot hers expo
to this display.

Staffand
Management

Delta Sigma
Phi
is proud to announce their
1994 SPRING Pledge class

•JUSTIN D
•T.R. FRY
-GREG M, ~•.....,

DYBAS
LEHNERT
~ SARTIN

Now phen you buy

1WO
MEDIUM

217/3 45-81

Two

Item

with two aelected toppings for

•••
• ••••• Pf_z_za for on11'''
Umited Time Only! Bonus Pizza a Medium Pepperoni
is

1.nt.1e C'Aesars'(!) Plm!Plmr
-.0 anat piDUI One lowpl'k:&" AlwQll ~I

ar1'ston's SpankWagon
Us in their own 'sick'
larly paying close attention to the drumming style of

the band. Bub Jarrett, the bas.s player and vocalist,
has his roots in rockabilly. Tom Rue, the guitarist and
second wcallst, grew up listening to AC/DC.
h's now three years later, and the bard combines
the extremities of each stylistic branch that they originally brought in. Their recent notoriety can be attrib-

Adult Children From
Alcoholic Families

~wwwwww

A workshop series focused on
what happens to those growing up In troubled families and
how to get past the past.
Dr. Karola Alford,
The Counseling Center
Mondays, Feb. 7-28, 7:00pm
Oakland Rm., MLK Union

~ Theatre ~

2-3 tenants
345-4489

0s;
--~-I 21.
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$6ADULTS

..

Doudna Ane Arts Center•

C
C

$5 SENIORS AND

..

YOU11-I
p
$3 EIU SlUDENTS
. . Call 581-3l l0 for Ticket,.
Ptnfonnatlon and Reserva--.
~
tlons beginning
Jan. 31.

C

s.~-;;a:

Johnson ackled.
Being in a strongminded, three-member band, Johnson

finds mal"1 extra positives.
"There's less politics in our bard," Johnson saki.

•ALL YOU CAN EAT
CHILIMAC
$.3.99 Tues. Nights
• Authentic American
& Mexican Cuisine

"We aD get~ great and there's always oonversation. Everyone's got their btde quirks, but we're best

release. SpankWagon ls now much
lou:ler than on their debut Q), "Stench"

frierxis."

'· . It's

During their friendship together, the band has
seen the corporate rock society grasp a tight hokl of
the music and musicians SU1TOll1ding their RJepen-

• Full Bar &t Frozen Drinks

dent a.ilb.n.
"I hate corporate rock," Johnson announced. "I
remember when we started out, alternative music

HORS D'OEUVRFS

s, "Sick" and "Reach," are hardcore

..

-.

. .The University Theatre llck- •
P et Office Is open from t to - .
. . 5 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. and , .
p one hour before each per- - .
. . formance. Patrons with •
P
special needs are
-.

"We were also
invited to the lndeperx:lent Music Festival in Chicago,"

the Jeu; Li7.ard and the Da2'2llng Kilknen.

presents

2 BR APTS

there.

songs on "Sick" exl.de a new form of
sort of like a mad cross between

~

Sponsored by the EIU Couns. Cent.

uted to their diverse, frantic music. Chicago, for
instance, is SpankWagon's most recent conquest.
=-....,,........,=-=-=-=-=-=-~.....---=-___,=
"We get good
crou.ds up there. We
always draw really
well at Thurston's
and Metro," Johnson
revealed.
"There's people that
religiously see us up

, to be released
18, is titled "Sick" (Alleged Records). This
is a positive step forwan:l for Spank.Wagon.
taken on a harsher, punkier SOlJ'xi with

~ UniversityC

When your
moneys
running out,
and the rent
is coming due...

-FREE-

Sel!_your stuff
in The News'

M-Th 5 p.m.-Close

A slick recording job by Wood pushes
to their maximum abilities. Pleasantly wasn't even on the rcdio. Alternative is (now)~
and preciously violent, "Sick" and "Reach" where, but they don't practice what they preach." .
Johnsoo has thought of a rure that \OOl.ild inspire
an overly-<:atchy, frenetic version of
action in the current apathetic support of alternative
music in Omlestoo. He thinks that "we should put
~in the water."
Drink up, and get "Sick."

Charleston Only

Classifieds/

•LARGE SOFf DRINK
W/EIULD.

THEY WILL

East Side of Square
For Carry Out Call
345-2223 Otarleston
234-4535 Mattoon

WORK FOR
YOU!!
~

"

u (.,,

~~~~~~~~£m•

lack History Month

Essay Contest

15 Inch Pepperoni

ss.

22

Friday & Saturday Only

12 a.m~ - 3 a.m.

tries should be 500 words or less

adline - Feb. 18, 1994
ring entries to the News office, Buzzard
uilding by 4 p.m.
wards will be given at the Miss Black El U
ageant, Saturday, February 26.

Prizes Donated By:

.m.
J(/S!- Midgard~
¥J_
- --Comics

Z<I>B
ack S
Moore
hoes

P

I

Z

Z

A

Any 3 Toppings$10.22

ss.22 1 Topping
(carry-out only)

105 W. Lincoln
345-7711

I
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RCS/RELATIONSHIP COMPATI·
BILITY SERVICE: Confidential,
economical opportunity to make
new friends, find compatible dating partners. 348-1958

The Daily Eastern
News cannot be responsible for more than one
day's incorrect insertion.
Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Acorrected ad will appear in
the next edition.
All classified advertising MUST meet the 2
p.m. deadline to
appear in the next day's
publication. Any ads
processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published
in the following day's
newspaper. Ads cannot
be canceled AFTER the
2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must
be paid in advance. Only
accounts with established credit may be
billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject
to approval and may be
revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liability if for any reason it
becomes necessary to
omit an advertisement.

_llllLP
_ _W_D'_l_'BD~I

Need more money? Want flexible
hours? Come see what Avon has
to offer. Free gift If appointed by
Feb. 14. 217·235·AVON

217

G-=E=T_M_O_N~E-Y--F~A=s=T•• -.E~LE
. C-

TRONICALLY FILE YOUR
TAXES AT TOKENS AND MAIL·
BOXES

Tlul'BL

Wanted: Bass Player & Drummer
Upbeat Country Dance Band
235-4510 Call Anytime Leave
Message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110

..looPnO~

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK! Stay
on the beach in a NEW tropical
oceanfront Motel! Well located AAA rated. Flamingo Inn • you'll
love 11. Call 1·800-682-0919.

We are a caring family who long
to share our love, home and
stable, secure life w/your baby.
Your child will have an adopted
brother who is also very anxious
for a sibling. You will be treated
w/open, honest respect. All
legal adoption. Please call Terry
&
1-soo-225-10n.
_nna
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.214

~-------~·2125

SPRING BREAKll
Student
Holidays, the nation's leader 1n
Spring Break vacations offering
the ultimate trip to CANCUN,
MEXICO! The #1 Student Spring
Break Destination from $399
Package Includes hotel, flight and
parties! Organize a small group
and travel for FREEi CALL AICHI
1·800-360-TRIPI

ADOPTIONS WANTED: LOVING RESPONSIBLE COUPLE
EAGER TO BECOME PARENTS. 309-392-2574 COLLECT

•1

·--------~214

JlatP W.l.iftii

BIRCH TRAIL CAMP FOR GIRLSNW Wisconsin: Looking for counselors & activities instructors for
water skiing, sailing, windsurfing,
dance, gymnastics, tennis, photog·
raphy, climbing, arts & crafts,
archery, and horse riding. Also
needed are canoe and backpack
trip leaders, secretaries, nurses,
cool<s, & kitchen helpers. Mid-June
through mid-August. Top pay,
transportation allowance, room
and board. Contact Rachel or
Richard-5146 N. Woodburn,
Milwaukee, WI, 53217; (414)962-

CJ,&MIFDm

DIBECTODI

OR LEAVE MESSAGE.

PLACE A 10 WORD RIDES I
AIDERS AD FOR ONLY $1. AND
WE'LL RUN IT FOR 5 DAYSI No
changes or cancellations.
--------~ha-00
The News classifieds can help
you make spring break cash. Use
the form on page 7BI

.,......,---=..,.....,.. . . . . .,.......,. . . . . .--:--..,...,~214
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Loft' dP J.l'OtJM)
ll"NO~CEMEl'W'll!J

Looking for 3 females for"'94·95.
7-Bedroom house on 2nd St.very close to campus. $185/mo.
and low utilities. Call Liz 345·
4831.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.214
2-3 female dog and cat lovers to
occupy 2 bedrooms in a 4 BR,
1400 sq. ft. apt One BR available
day after graduation. The other
available 6· 16·94. Utilities plus.
rent of $175/mo. on 12 month
lease or $210 mo.on 10 month
lease. Ph. Leigh at 345-5523.
10% discount for rent paid in
advance.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2125

l.____Boo_mu_Tm_ __,
2 Non-smoking FEMALE ROOM·
MATES needed for Fall '94/Spring
'95 at house on 2nd Street. Call
345-7199.

---------~214

Female roommate needed for
Fall/Spring of '94-'95. Call for
information at 345·4844. Ask for

Amy.

LOOKING FOR A NON·SMOK·
ING FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR
'94-'95 l'M NOT A LOUD PAA·
TYING PERSON & WOULD LIKE
MY ROOMMATE TO BE THE
SAME. THE APT. IS JUST
RIGHT FOR 2 PEOPLE & IT IS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS! CALL
DIANNA AT 348·1187 FOR
MORE INFO.

.........,

This
Size,
AnAd

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 214

llJBLDMIOIW
1 male non-smoker. For Spring
'94. Own Room Call 348-8718
~-~----,--~218
Sublessor needed for Summer. 1
bedroom, utilities included. Rent
$320 a month OBO. Call Scott
345·5174
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _214

SUBLESSOR NEEDED A
240.00/mo. incl. water, tra
cable. Mobile home for one
No Pets. 345-9657 Jennifer.
Summer Subleaser need
Park Place I. $295 + utilities
people. Call 345-1470.
Sublessor needed Spring 1
furnished apt. 875 7th. Low
345·7387. 5-Spm only
HELP! 2 Bedroom Apt •
PLACE I Available lmmedi
Summer. Very clean! Cal
5058 Message
Don't forget your Vale
Sweetheart. Place your
today'

---------~214

SPRING
•AK
CDIOLtTC

rrvc

i SCYCll ,.IGHT TRIPS

s21

--------~ha-00

SKI RESORT JOBS. Up to
$2,000+in salary & benefits.
Ski/Snowboard Instructors, lift
operators, walt staff, chalet staff,
+ other. ru>sllions (iocluding summer). OVER 15,000 OPENINGS.
For Information call:(206)634·
0469 ext. V5738
_ _ _ _cal/24-214,317-3110
AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE WORLD
FREE (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE,
HAWAII, AND MOREi) HURRY!
BUSY SPRING AND SUMMER
SEASONS RAPIDLY APPROACH·
ING. FREE STUDENT TRAVEL
CLUB MEMBERSHIP! (919) 929·
4398 EXT. C210

0FPEBED

214

I .....,..._

2548.

llEBTICDI

ca

__.I

.__I_Boo_mu_Tm_

For
1 WeekOnly ....... .

Call The News
at 581-2812 for more details

SOUTH PAOAE ISLAND
DAYTONA BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH

~
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fl!t/I 1 ff1 '1931W
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VAILIBEAVEA CREEK
DALANDOIDISNEY WORLD

THE COUNSELING CENTER will hold a continuing workshop al
Feb. 7, 14. 21 and 28 In the Oakland Room of the Martin Luther
University UNion. "Adult Children from Alcoholic Families• will
sented by Dr. Karola Alford.
FULL GOSPEL FELLOWS HIP wlll meet tonight at 7 p.m
Effingham Room of the Marlin Luther King Jr. University Union.
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN Athletes will meet at 7:45 p.m.
the Club Room of Lantz Gym.
GSAL TEXTBOOK COMMITTEE reminds graduate students
day to take advantage of purchase option is Feb. 9. All books
purchased to receive fee refund.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold a RCIA meeting ton
p.m. at the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass at 11 a.
4:30 p.m. Feb. 6 in Room 120, the Auditorium of Coleman Hall.
AL PHA PHI OMEGA will have a pledge meeting at 8 p.m. Feb. 6
Greenup Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an executive board meeting at 9
Feb. 6 at the APO office.
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA will have Rush II tonight at 5 p.m. in the
the Fine Arts Building. SAi is an International music frate
women.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will have a singles workshop
a.m.-3 p.m. Feb. 5 in Rooms )27, 021, 029 of Lumpkin Hall.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will hold personal development
ments today from 11 a.m.-4 p.m. at the Career Placement and
Center.
EIU GAMING CLUB will hold gaming session at 7 p.m. Feb. 5 In
326 of Coleman Hall.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Sorority, Inc. will have a Bowling Party I
p.m. Feb. 6 at the Bowling Lanes of the Martin Luther
University Union. First 15 people get a free game.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS RACQUETBALL Singles-entries
accepted today beginning at 1 p.m. at the Intramural desk
Student Recreation Center.

MUSTANC ISLAND
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
BRECkEHRIDCE,kEYSTOHE

...---~,---;--·-

~--------·2125

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
any non-profit campus orgaoizational event. All Clips should be
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should
milted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip
Illegible or contalns conflicting Information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips
edited for available space.

FRIDAY
P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 Inside Edition
6:30 Cops
7:00 Days of Our LlYes
7:30
8 :00 Soap Opera Awa
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Ji1f Leoo

P.M.
WTW0-2
6 :00 Inside Wknd.
6:30 Hoosier Million.
7:00 Mommies
7:30
8 :00 Empty Nest
8 :30 Nurses
9:00 Sisters
9 :30
10:00
10:30

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

UFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU·9 51

News

SportsCenter
NHLHockey:

Major Dad

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Be)'ond 2000

Wings

Designing Women
Jettersons

MacNeB, Lehrer

Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

Lamb Chop
Reading Aalobow

Diagnosis Murder

Family Matters

Penguins at Red
Wi

Murder She Wrote

Movie: Stripes

Washington Week
WalSt Week

Sisters

Brisco County Jr.

Wiklile
In care of Nature

Ghostwriter

Talking Point

Movie:Wild Horses

X.files

Spirit ol Survival
Those Who Dare

Bonanza

Star Trek: The

Planet Earth

MeetsWOf1d
Burke's Law
Picket Fences

News
0

News
0

Postgame
Slciiing: Chryste<

News

US Men's Pro Tour Movie: Tomboy
SpoftS Centef

NigltCoort
Uptown Come<tf

Mark Aussen
Being Served?
Movie: Hawail

WCIA·3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA·26

WGN-16 9C

WIU-12

News

News

cont Senior Gott

CaseClosed

Lawrence Welc

M"A'S'H

$100,000 Hll1t

Sports Center

Rich and Famous
$100,000Hl.lll

Or.Quinn, Meclc:lne

Figure Skatilg:
Skates of Gold

BeS1 of Sunday
Conversations

Woman
Nancy KerrigM &

Movie: Oisorgan!ZBd Movie:Atabesque
Orine

Motocross: Fukuoka SiltStalcilgs

Wabr, Texas
Ranger

Commish

60Minutes

Funniest Videos
Funniest People

conl Senior Goa
SportsCentef

Lois & Clatk

Pro Bowt: AFC vs.
NFC at Honolulu

Star Trek

Movie cont Better.

Roseanne

Off Dead
Austin City linits

Movie:Sucle
and SWnpson

Movie: Key largo

SpeedWeek
Motorcycle Aaci1g

Friends

Unsolved Myst.

News

Growing Old In
a New Age

Cops
Cops

SafaJ1
Salari

IM Country USA
College Basketball:

America's Most
Wanted

Chahnge

llllnols al
E. llinois

5

.kJstlc:e lies

Movie: The Rookie

Code3
Movie: Aun

Nature

Movie:A Ga1heling Martin
of Old Men
Living Single

Masterpiece Theatre

CaseClosed

SportsCenter
News

Nature ol Things

Heart

News
Replay

Emnl Tonirjll

Mac&Mulley
lncted. Arlmals

News

Movie:Oangerous

Silk Stalcilgs

Un&OMld Myst.

~Court

GoldCup

Ufetime Magazine

Married•..
G
Cartin
Babylons
Untouchables

Lessons

News

News
Ame~

Next Genel8tion

Married •••

M<Me: Regarding Movie: Breathing

Henry

2MO

Movie: Bachelor
Party

M A'S H

Mulller. She WllM

7:30
8:00
8 :30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10 :30

Step b'f Step
Mr. Cooper

Silk Stalcilga
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Great and Small
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~·s CotloquJ1111
Whaling wan xxxr

Natural Wolld

2 Gifts needed for house Fall
94/Spring 95. $150.00 per
month plus utilities. Remodeling
done - Nice home! Call 348;,....,,.sT""'R--E"""ET.,.._.F,....RO
___
M_c=-Z:.
HOUSES, A one-bedand a 4 bedroom unit,
hool year. B & B
345-4463 tor appolnt..,,___,___ _ _____,.214
decorated house for 8
ng washer and dryer
lawn. 1508 - 1st St, 2
of O'Brien field. Aug 1llae. $180.00 per person
- you pay your own utill345-2113 Eads Realty
Charlotte.
,,.,..,..~

_ _ _ _ _516

ICALI $135.00 per per·
. (lowest price near
3 bdrm apt 3 persons.
.b'8 1 lease. 2 Blocks N.

'°'

.

furnished. CaR 345-

Really for Charlotte or
Apts.)
_________
516
SAVINGS! Heat, lights,
and air conditioning
4 112 blocks from
. Pizza Hut). 1 bed. 1 person - 1 bdrm.
month, 2 persons - 1
()() each. 11 112 month
Roma Apts. Cal 345Really kif Charlotte or

_ _ _ _ _ _516

pe1110n8 1 block from
ahed, parking NO
mo leaae 345-

1777

THE MEN OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON WOULD LIKE TO
THANK OUR SWEETHEART
FOR THE COOKIES AND CUPCAKES. WE LOVE~ JENNIE

_____________,.,4

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 Days $2791 Includes
12 Meals! Panama City Room
With Kitchen 8 Days $119!
Cancun & Jamaica 8 Days From
$469! Day1ona $149! Key West
$249! Cocoa Beach $1591 1800-678-6386
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2110
MACINTOSH
Computer.
Complete system Including printer only $500. Call Chris at 800289-5685.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2121

SPRING BREAK: PANAMA CITY
- FROM $139 - HOTTEST SPOT
ON THE STRIP - TRANSPORTATION OPTIONAL - BILL 345-

6666

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..16

Male Iguana 3 feet long Healthy
$100.00 or obo 348-1955
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2110

THE MEN OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON WOULD LIKE TO
THANK OUR SWEETHEART
FOR THE CAKE. WE LOVE~
JENNIE.
214
-M..,.A""'
R-K-D_O_H_E__R__T_Y--- H
-A--PPY
BIRTHDAY LOVE FUTURE
ROOMIES, LISA, KIM, MARY JO,

ALICIA. BRIDGETT
------------~214
WEEKEND SPECIALS AT EASTSIDE PACKAGE. MILLER LITE,
DRAFT, DRAFT LIGHT 12 BOTTLES 5.99. MICHELOB GOLDEN
DRAFT, DRAFT LIGHT 12 PK
4.99. COORS 6 BOTTLES 1.99.
HAMMS DRAFT 12PK 3.99.
JOSE CUERVO PARl'Y PACK
12.99. BARTLES AND JAMES
WINE COOLERS 4 PK 2.99. MILWAUKEE'S BEST LIGHT KEGS
36.00. DRIVE-UP TO EASTSIDE
PACKAGE RT 130 AT JACKSON
. AVE. 345-5722
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,... 4

KELLIE CUTLER: CONGRATULATIONS ON GETTING PINNED

TO DAVE HENRY OF DELTA TN.I
DELTA. YOUR ALPHA GAM

SISTERS ARE HAPPY FOR \'OU.
4

DENISE SCHINDLER: YOU DID
A GREAT JOB WITH AIDS
AWARENESS WEEKI LOVE,
THEPHISIGS

--------------~214

c""""o""'N""G""RA"":r""u"""L.A"""=;r'"'10N-s=-=To,,,_..,,D~EN1

ASTS: GET EXCITED FOR
SATURDAY NIGHT. SEE ~ AT

KING OF PHI SIGMA SIGMA ON
GETTING YOUR SECRETARYTREASURER POSITION FOR
JUNIOR PANHEL. YOUR SISTERS ARE VERY PROUD OF
'VOUI

ROCS.

----------~214

SNOOP:
HAPPY
17TH
ANNIVERSARY I LOVE YOU.
LOVE, MARC

------------~214

HAPPY
21 ST
BIRTHDAY
FRUGO: YOU BETTER REST
UP, YOU'VE GOT A BIG NIGHT
AHEAD OF YOU. SIGMA LOVE,
BECCA
214
-A""'N~G-IE.,.....----~C-O~T~H~RON:

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT TO MATT RANSON! I AM SO HAPPY FOR YOU
- YOU DESERVE ALL THE
BEST! SIGMA LOVE AND ALL
MINE-KARA

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,214

ASTS: GOOD LUCK TO THOSE
GIRLS WHO ARE RUNNING
FOR A POSmON. ELECTIONS
WILL BE SUNDAY AT 2:00. BE
ONTIME.
--~-----_,214
RUSH PHI BETA CHl. •. RUSH
PHI BETA CHl...RUSH PHI BETA
CHl...RUSH PHI BETA CHI
----------~218
TO THE BOYS WITH 6738:
THANKS FOR THE MESSAGES.
THEY MEAN A LOT ESPECIAL·
LY COMING FROM ALL OF VOU.
LOVE THE LADIES WITH 6783.
----~------J.'4
PHI DELTA THETA INFORMAL
RUSH: COME JOIN US IN A
FRIENDLY GAME OF POOL.
POOL TOURNAMENT STARTS
AT 4PM IN THE UNIVERSITY
UNION.

Calvin and Hobbes
I'"' AM UGL'i

urn.~ ~i

QJ\T' \T.

~\m

L\Jto\P'f

'

J

.

~~ ~

""

..

' ;.

CASH
FOR
COLLEGE!
RESULTS 100"4 GUARANTEED! RECORDED MESSAGE
GIVES DETAILS. 345-2629,
EXT. 112.

___________.,....,.,516

------~2110
one bedroom

, fireplace, lots of
month + utilities

message.

MONICALS PIZZA HAS IMMEDIATE PART· TIME DELIVERY
POSITIONS AVAILABLE. MUST
BE ltt YEARS OR OLDER AND
HAVE OWN CAR AND LIABILITY INSURANCE. APPLY IN
PERSON ONLY. NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE. MONICALS
PIZZA 909 N 18TH ST.
CHARLESTON
---------.....,..,-,,214
HIV/AIDS
AWARENESS
CAMPAIGN
WEAR
RED
RIBBONS! GET EDUCATED!
SHOW YOU SUPPORT.
----------=....,.,,214
SICK OF COLD WEATHER?
HOTTEST SPOT FOR SPRING
BREAK IS SOUTH PADRE
ISLANDll CALL DEBRA AT 5818032 FOR DETAILS.
_ _..;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
NOW IS THE TIME TO
RESERVE YOUR SPOT AT
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND FOR
SPRING BREAKI ASK FOR
DEBRA AT 581-8032.
~218

----------~218

ATTENTION CUPIDS ORDER
YOUR VALENTINE BALLOON
BOUQUETS AT TOKENS. LOTS
OF CHOICES, WE DELIVER.
WE CAN ALSO SHIP BAL·
LOONS AND VALENTINES
UPS AT TOKENS AND MAIL·
BOXES.
2/14
S_A_Y_l_L_O_V_E_Y,_O_U_Wl_TH~ A
GREAT TAN to TAN GIFT CERTI Fl CATE AVAILABLE FOR
YOUR
SWEETIE
$28.00
CHECK OUT OU.A NEW
BIKINIS, ORDER New FOA
SPRING BREAK. JAMAICAN
TAN 348-0018410 7TH ST.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _C.A2/4,7,8
"ALL GREEK MEN'S BASKET·
BALL GAME: COME WATCH
THE EIU PANTHERS PLAY
NORTHERN ON MONDAY AT
7:3DP.M. ~ PRIZESJh

ALICIA iiC5il&Y:

l'U~

FOR BEtNG COLD TO

8CCJITH.

10U.

m
u--llOOS--KA:-·....
81.,...NC....,..,,,.E....,.VOU"""'"'-tARE

ti°i11J~r·iiriii"Miilia-rb:
0

·=·~c:,::

I Location • Ample
,Call :MIMt774 After

_ _ _ _ _ _u10

NOW 22 I GUl88 l'LL HAVE
TO WORK TWICE AS HARD
TO KEEP YOU YOUNG AT
HEAATI HAPPY BIATHDAYI

LOYE.BABOOPSKA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.,..4

EIU HOCKEY CLUB: GOOD
LUCK VS SIU - KELLY

---------------'

AA ™ti.\

.;p

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,218
~

SQON£R OR U.1£R.
E'lE~ONE fll.ll':>

BRAl~S!

LOST: A GOLD WATCH WITH A
GREEN DIAL IN UNIVERSITY
APTS. IF FOUND CALL 5815849

..

----------~214

CONGRATULATIONS PAULA
KUBAREK OF PHI SIGMA
SIGMA ON GETTING PINNED
TO THOM SKINNER OF KAPPA
DELTA RHO. YOUR SISTERS
ARE SO HAPPY FOR VOU!
---------~~214
CATHY CICHALEWSKI OF PHI
SIGMA SIGMA YOU DID A
GREAT JOB WITH THE AIDS
AWARENESS COMMITTEE.
LOVE, VOUR SISTERS

GAA'-1'( ~

___________,217

...

------------~V4

WEEKEND SPECIALS AT EASTSIDE PACKAGE. MILLER LITE,
DRAFT, DRAFT LIGHT 12 BOTTLES 5.99. MICHELOB GOLDEN
DRAFT. DRAFT LIGHT 12PK
4.99. COORS 6 BOTTLES 11.99.
HAMMS DRAFT 12PK 3.99.
JOSE CUERVO PARTY PACK
12.99. BARTLES AND JAMES
WINE COOLERS 4PK 2.99. MIL·
WNJKEE'S BEST LIGHT KEGS
36.00. DRIVE-UP TO EASTSIDE
PACKAGE RT 130 AT JACKSON
AVE. 345-5722

by Bill Watterson

BRACELET
FOUND
IN
MARRIED HOUSING LAUNDRY
ROOM. CALL TO IDENTIFY 5815536
----------------~'214
LOST: Special Gold Bracelet at
LANCE on 2/1 BIG REWARD
Call3296

'

AST NEW MEMBERS: Alpha

Zetas 818 awesome. Have a great
semester. Tau love, the actiws
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Shirley A Stewart, Director PlaMing & Placement

The following employing orga-

career

nizallons wlH be on-campus to
lnt8Mew Eastern IHinols
University students for position
openings. STUDENTS MAY
SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS ON

Center

FALL/SUMMER
REGISTRATION
Students assigned to the
Academic Asslslance Center
must make an appointment to
regi8t8r tor the Summer and/or
FaH 1994 tefmS. Appointments
may be made starting at 8:00
a.m. on Mor>ilgy februaiy 21.
Advising lor Summer and FaB
19rrn8 wRI them begin on
Monda¥ fll)rwuy 28.
Studenta assigned to the
Center are all freshmen. prebualnees majors and students
who have not declared or met
admlBSlon requirements to their
88lected majors. The appoint·
ment must be made In person.
PHONE CAllS EQB AfeQllfi·

Q!a SCHEDULES PRIOR TO
THE SCHEDULED ltTERYIEW
DATE. STUDENTS SHOULD

SICllMIP FOR 98fl ' 9
(Cl IWID) aptEDll..ES AS

SOON AB POtlSla.E1 Sign-up

.. ... Cerw' ......19 md
PlmollMnt c.n., 8ludent
SeMole Bldg. Room 13.

F9brwy I· OfFICI! OF THE
COIFTRQI I EB Of IHE CURBEltCI • Major(s) : Accounting,
Anance, Marketing,
Management
Februely 10 • PEPSI COLA
BOTTLING CO. • Major(s) :
Marketing, Management,
Education, Speech
Communlcations:NORWEST

MEifi QAIES WIU. NOT BE
ACCEPTED. The Assistance

FINANCIAL INCORP, - •
Major(•): Bualneea maps

'*'-1 14 - csc INTEI !COiiMajcn: Con1>Uf8r Science
Ma1or9; NORTKWEST HOOPIS

Center Is located In Blair Hall,
Room 1100. omce hours are
Monday through Friday, 8:00
a.m. • 4:30 p.m.

AGENCY • Mandaloty Seminar at
7 p.m. In Shelbyvtlle Room for
Flnanclal Salee R&pf8S8nlatlves

Barbara.Jean Fenlng, Director
Academic Assistance

positions.

Febnmy 15 - NORTHWEST
MUTUAL HOOPIS AGENCY Majors: Bualness and Ll>eraJ Aris;
comlONWEALTH EDISON Majors: Computer Science.
~. Math; COUNTRY COllPJ\.
NIES • Majors: Computer Science
or Bu8iness with spedflc coursework (visit our olllce for more into.)
F*'-Y 11-~ Bl&
NESS FORMS - Major:
...Malig; OSCO DRUGSISAY.
ON DRUGS • Any major with
Interest In retail.
febn*Y 17 • GENERAL El.ECTRIC CAPITAL CORPORATION
Majors: Acoountlng or Finance w/
accounting coursewor1< - PRESE·

LECT (CLOSED) SCHEDULE·
SigrHIP before Feb. 3rd.

ltfiEANSHIPS\SUMMEB
EM~LOYMENr.cAMPS

F9brwy I· WAI.I DISNFf

wmn..D..- Majors:

Communication; Business;

EF~

February 23 - ANDERSON
WESTERN COLORADO
CAMPS

SPRING REFUND
DEADLINE
The last day to WITHDRAW
FROM THE UNIVERSITY and
receive a 50% refund (50% of all
fees/tuition paid except insurance) Is WEDNESDAY, FEBRU·
ARY 9. Be sure to caD In on the
Touch-Tone System at least 15
minutes before closing time.
Michael D. Taylor, Director of
Registration
CONSTITUTION
EXAMINATION
The second Constitution
Examination this semester will be
given on Tuesday. March 8, at
2:30 p.m. This examination
applies only to students seeking
to graduate under a catalog RdQr
to 1992-1993. Beginning
f*'-Y 4, register from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m., Monday through
Friday, at the booth In the Union
Bookstore lounge. If the reglstralion booth Is closed between
11 :00 a.m. and 3:QOp.ro., you
may register at Testing Services.
202 Student Services Bulldlng,
during hours as posted at the
booth. Bring a photo ID (driver's

llcenae preferred) and the $2 fee.
SEATING IS LIMITED. REGISTEREARLY.
Students who have i1HH11i1
Diida that may require special
testing accommodations should
contact Ms. Martha Jacques,
Coordnator of Disability Services
(581-6583), at least four weeks
prior to the test date.
You may retake this exam as
many times as necessary to
pass, but on llCheduled dates
orly.

David Dodd, Director of Testing
Services
HEALTH STUDIES
COMPETENCY EXAM
The first Health Studies
Competency Examination this
semester wHI be given al 2:30
p.m. on Tuesday, March 8. This
examination applle8 only to students seeking to graduate undef'
a catalog prior to 1992-1993.
Register In person from 11 am.
and 3:00 p.m., Monday lhroCJgh
Friday, at the booth In the Union
Bookstore Lounge. If the reglstralion booth Is closed between
11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p., you may
register al Testing Services, 202
Student Services Building, during
hours as posted at the booth.
Bring a photo ID (driver's license
preferred) and the $2 fee.
Registration begins February 4.
s.tlng la llmn.d. _.....
Mrtyto ...........
Students who have JQttClal
Diida that may require special
tesllng accommodations should
contact Ms. Martha Jacques,
Coordinator of Dlsability Services
(581-6583), at least four weeb
prior to the test date.
You may take the Health
Studies Competency
Examination on!y once.
David Dodd, Director or Testing
Services
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
MAJORS

College of Sciences majors
planning to enroll In LllQ8f dylaloo cou11111 In the Lumpkin
College of Bu8ln88s for Summer
1994 and'or Fall 1994 must apply
for a position on the priority list by
completlng an application form In
the Dean. College of Sciences
Office In Old Main 202 no later
than Friday. February 25, 1994.
College of Sciences majors with

minors In Business
Administration must also do this H
they are planning to enroll In
upper diVlslon courses in the
Lumpkin College of Business for
Summer 1~ and/or Fall 1994.
Jon Laible, Dean. coaege of

Sciences
INTERNSHIP OR RELDWORK
All Leisure Studes majors or
minors planning to take their
lmemshlp or ftektwork during the
Summer or Fall Semester 19941995 must attend the followlng
meeting: Tuesday, February 8,
1994- 5:00 p.m., McAfee 138.

Dorotha Johnson,
lntemshlp/Fleklwor1< Coordinator
CONTlNUING STUDENT

SCHOLARSHIPS

Appllcallons are now available
to al University Honors and
Departmental Honors students
for Continuing Student
~. The application
may be plcfced up In the Honors
OITlce at Booth House. Each
application must be accompanied
by two letters of recommenda·
lion.
Appllcallons are due at the
Honors Office at Booth House by
February 21. 1994. Students
must be present at the Honors
Awards Day Ceremony on Aprtl
17, 1994, In order to receive a
scholarship. Please call the
Honors OITlce at 581-2017 with
any adcltlonal questions.

Dr. Hett>ert Lasky, Director of
Honors Program
ARTS & HUMANmES
MAJORS
Aris and Humanities majors
planning to enroll In upper diVI·
sion courses In the lu"1lkln
College of Business for Summer
and Fall 1994 must apply for a
position on the priority Hst by
completing an application form In
Room FAM 319, Doudna Ane
Arts Center no later than
Wedn89dey, February 23, 1994.
Arts and Humanities majors with
minors In Business
Administration must also do this If
they are planning to enroll In
upper dlvlalon COUnl88 In the
College of Buslneas for Spring
1994.
James K. Johnson, Acting Dean

SPRING FINANCIAL AID
DISBURSEMENT
Spnng Semester 1994
Financial Aid Disbursement for
Perkins Loan Is February 15,
1994 from 9:00 am - 3:30 pm.
Students scheduled to receive
Perkins Loan should report to the
Grand BaUroom, University UniOn
on that day with their student ID
card.
Thole students receiving Pel
Grant, SEOG Md SEDS not In
conjuncllon with Perkins Loan
need to make sure their local
acldrMs la correct. as they wll
receive their dlsbur9ement

Michael D. Taylor, DI
Registration

through mall.

John Flynn,
Director of Ananclal Aid
FINANCIAL AID
WORKSHOPS
Financial Aid Workshops will
be held In the Shelby.Jlle Room,
Martin Luther King University
UniOn on February 91h, 15th, and
21st from 7-8:30 pm. The workshope are offered to help parents
and students undefstand the
forms and process to apply for
both federal and state programs.

Michael D. Taylor, DI
Registration

John Flynn,
Director of Financial Aid
ADVISEMENT BEFORE
REGISTERING
If you are currently attending
EIU and expect to register for
Summer or Fall, make an
appointment to see your adviser
as soon as possible. Academic
advlaement Is required for ALL
TEACHER CERTIFICATION EXAMS
All applications tor IDlnois teaching certificates (or adm
or school service personnel certificates) must pass the 1111
Certification Tests before being Issued a certificate. These
of a Basic Skills Test and a subject-matter examination. 11 ls
g8Sted that the Basic SklUs Test be taken early In one's
career and the subject exam be taken after cornplellon of al
most of the courses in one's major.
Since these tests are given only four times each year,
Individuals should be aware of the dates and deadlines
below. Anyone having questions concerning these exams,
Ing registration forms, study guides. or assistance, may
College of Education In Buzzard&lking 210.

Jiil
0.

Aprtl 9, 1994
July 9, 1994

Regm1!1o.1

gm

February 25, 1994
May27, 1994

Ronald M. Leathers, Assistant Dean,
College of Educ & Prof Studies

f!OWNG S!ONE S!!S

THIS WEEKEND AT

THIRSTY'S
Happy 20th Amyl
Look out Roe's,
here comes O'Shea!
Love,
AmymclJack

"'\\HAT'S W\'E GOT TO DO \\

put-.~ sizzle- into summtr•••AOnt, ~Xl', ·

portrayal of Tiiaa 1i

SUPER DRAFTS - I ·00
12 oz LONGNECBS - I·"
22 oz LONGNECBS - 2·00

....

ILOEGINnzz
AMARETTO STONE SOUR

All 3

B~DIRE'IODOnft"

GI . .

BLUE TAIL n.y

1··

Stuth le lore!

The ONLY Off Campus Housing
On Campus
Now Leasing for Fall '94

BEGINNING TO

SCREAM &
SHOUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WM

OU NEED TO DO,
ONE AD IN THE

CLASSIFEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY

FOR YOUI

PABIPLACEAPABTMEm
rrom
(Aaoss

the Union on 7th)

0 Dishwashers
1,2, &.. 3 Bedroom
0 Balconies
Furnished Units
° Free Trash &.. Parking Laundmy
Central AC
0

0

0

Call anytime 348--1479 for an appointment
or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. #101
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F

_..

__.......

._.._

